Abstract-Many mobile robot path planning algorithms, produce changing intermediate goal coordinates for a mobile robot to pursue, and provide motoring speed/torque signals based upon local sensor information and the position of the global target. This is often done with little or no regard for the low level vehicle dynamics, which, in practice, must be taken into account for efficient path planning. Therefore, in this article mobile robot path planning parameters are related to the application of a correct, general control law. It will be shown that nonlinear control analysis provides a useful tool for quantifying various path planning parameters in order that stable asymptotic convergence of a mobile robot to its target is guaranteed. Contrary to previous work, this analysis allows a deceleration zone to be quantified which surrounds any mobile robot's goal. Results show that near time optimal goal seeking is possible with real vehicles having simple proportional or integral controllers only.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the past, "low level" control and so called "high level" path planning have often been separated in an attempt to remove the burden of a mobile vehicle's motor control theory from the researcher. The philosophy presented here is that efficient mobile robot trajectory execution, can only result from a path planning algorithm which takes into account the "lower level" motor dynamics of the vehicle concerned, a philosophy which has been adopted by few researchers in the past [1] - [4] . Therefore in this article, mobile robot path planning parameters are related to the application of a correct control law. Inspiration is taken from the work by Daniel E. Koditschek [5] , as a control law for a mobile vehicle is derived from considerations of its total energy, when it moves under the influence of an artificial potential field.
Any real mobile vehicle under the influence of a potential field navigation technique, automatically inherits a nonlinear control system which can be analyzed for stability and convergence using Lyapunov functions.
The dual input describing function method is used to determine the general equations necessary to form a relationship between the potential field algorithm parameters, and the distance of any mobile robot from its target at which a stable Manuscript received May 13, 1997 ; revised December 8, 1998 . This paper was recommended for publication by Associate Editor J. Burdick and Editor V. Lumelsky upon evaluation of the reviewers' comments.
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oscillation can occur. The derived theory is used to reach a target as fast as possible and guarantee that no limit cycle can occur. It will be demonstrated that internal PID speed/torque control, under a potential field navigation algorithm, does not allow faster convergence of a mobile robot to its goal than simple proportional or integral control only. The theoretical analysis is applied to two mobile vehicles.
II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NAVIGATION, STABILITY AND CONTROL
A. Control: Energy Considerations
The derivation of a relationship between navigation and control begins with the use of artificial potential field methods [5] - [10] . Consider an unknown potential function which assigns a scalar value to every position within the plane surrounding a mobile robot observed by its sensor(s), and vanishes uniquely at the target with position vector , i.e., 0. The imaginary potential energy of the mobile robot is and its kinetic energy is given by (1) where represents the total mass of the mobile robot and its velocity vector within the plane. The total energy possessed by the robot is given by (2) All nonconservative forces which act on the mobile robot are given by the Lagrange equation [11] (3) which results in the expression (4) Due to the linearity of the operator in (4), superposition can be used to form a single potential force function from discrete components. Hence, in general, the potential function is made up of two components, an attractive field , and a repulsive field which is generated by the sensor data (see for example [12] ) so that (5) The attractive field or "cost function" assigns scalar values, within the plane of action of the mobile robot, which vanish uniquely at the target and grow larger further away from . A linear control law results by using a quadratic Hooke's law function, as suggested by Volpe and Khosla [13] 1 (6) is to provide a field to control the influence of the environment upon the path of the vehicle, a detailed analyses of which can be found in [12] and [14] .
From (5) and (6)
From Lagrange's equation (3), in (4) is by definition dissipative. Therefore let (8) the negative sign indicating dissipation, the velocity vector of the mobile robot and a positive constant. Equation (4) can be used to derive a control law for a mobile vehicle. By substituting for [see (7) ] and [see (8) ] in the equilibrium force (4) (9) By using the operator and rearranging (9)
Hence by considering the total energy of a mobile robot, when under the influence of an artificial potential field, a control law can be derived, namely that the desired velocity signal to the motors should be dependent upon both position and acceleration feedback of the robot. Equation (10) is a general control law since no assumptions have been made about the vehicle's dynamics, in terms of transferring into its position vector 2 Following the derivation of the control laws given in (10), the question: "Can the stability and hence convergence of the mobile robot to the desired position vector be guaranteed?" must be answered.
B. Stability-Lyapunov's Direct Method
The use of Lyapunov functions can be useful for asymptotic stability analysis (see for example [16] ). A candidate Lyapunov function , for stability analysis, is the total energy of the mobile vehicle where, from (2), (5), and (6) (11) Because represents a dissipative force in (8) the mobile robot's total energy must decrease for all non zero velocity states, as it pursues the target at . The dissipative force can be thought of, in mechanical terms, as an imaginary Rayleigh damper, [5] . It will now be shown, that the rate of increase of the mobile robot's energy is negative by using (2) and (4) (12) which from (8) gives (13) Hence if the total energy of the mobile robot is used as a Lyapunov function-i.e.
in the theorem stated above, the condition that the function is positive definite will be met only if the right hand side of (11) is always positive for all position and velocity states and within the phase plane. Therefore (14) must be obeyed in order for to be positive definite. This inequality imposes an upper limit on the magnitude of . If the constraint is introduced that the velocity vector may never reach until , the desired position of the mobile robot, then [from (13) ] will be positive definite also.
By using the speed controller given in (10) and shown in Fig. 1 , the convergence of a mobile robot to a desired position can be guaranteed, provided the following conditions are met.
Condition 1 The local minimum of is at
. Upon receipt of a scan of the local environment, it must be arranged that the attractive force toward plus the inertial force of the robot is always greater than the repulsive force, , generated from the sensor data [12] , [14] . Condition 2 Global Asymptotic Stability: never reaches zero until . In order to navigate a vehicle safely, it intuitively seems that the repulsive force field, would need the power to cancel or even reverse the overall force acting on it. In this case condition 1 would be violated. By allowing to reach zero or reverse, the well known problem of a potential minimum will be reached as the mobile robot's velocity state will reach zero before , and its energy will no longer be decreasing.
The rest of this section discusses further the control aspects of the proposed system, since this forms the basis of the safe response of a real mobile vehicle to variable step inputs .
The velocity signal in Fig. 1 can assume any values, dictated by and . In reality of course, a real vehicle cannot travel at any speed and will be limited to m/s say. This is taken into account, in Fig. 1 , by replacing the linear amplifier having gain , with a nonlinear ideal saturation with the same gain but saturation levels of . Examination of (11) and (13) will reveal that the total energy is still positive definite (the kinetic energy term is now simply bounded), and that the rate of increase of energy is still negative definite (but bounded between 0 and ) under the same conditions 1 and 2. The energy considerations have provided no insight into the possible numerical values of and (other than that they must both be positive) nor have they provided a method for relating the sensor data to the value of . A quantitative analysis of conditions 1 and 2 is necessary to provide the limiting values for and . The quantitative application of condition 1 involves the sensor data estimate and is explained in [12] . It will be shown in Section III, that values for and depend upon the application of condition 2 under a nonlinear control system analysis.
III. NONLINEAR POTENTIAL ATTRACTION FOR A MOBILE VEHICLE
In previous literature, Khatib [8] , Volpe and Khosla [13] and Warren [17] have suggested that, in practice, the influence of the linear potential attraction law surrounding a target should be limited so that a mobile robot can travel at maximum speed until this limiting region is reached. Once inside this region, the linear potential attractive force law should come into effect so that the mobile robot decelerates to a stand still at the target. The necessary size of this limiting region, beyond which the potential attraction saturates to a constant, has however, to our knowledge, never been quantified. The smaller this region is, the less time the mobile robot will take to reach its target [18] . It will be shown in this section that the application of condition 2 provides a quantitative analysis of the size necessary for this limiting region.
Under the more realistic restrictions of saturated speed inputs 3 to the motors driving a vehicle, Fig. 1 is transformed 3 or equivalently saturated torque inputs.
into Fig. 2 . This figure shows the full control system derived so far, for any vehicle with its own speed controller and motor dynamics . Particular transfer functions for and will be examined later in Section IV, but at present, the general effect of the saturation upon the speed signal , input into a vehicle's speed controller, is considered.
To simplify the analysis of the complete control system in 
where is the velocity feedback gain. will be referred to later in this section.
In order not to obtain a limit cycle within the system, conditions must be imposed upon and . If these conditions are violated, an oscillation with known amplitude and frequency will be observed as the vehicle performs oscillations about the equilibrium point, thus violating condition 2. The effect of the inertial term within the feedback loop of Fig. 2 will also be demonstrated. This term allows the gradient to be increased almost to the limiting condition of the nonlinearity becoming a perfect relay without observing oscillations, meaning that a mobile vehicle could theoretically approach its target at maximum speed until it is reached. This means that the nonlinearity could almost supply the motors with time optimal bang bang control. Limit cycle analysis is possible using Bendixson's theorem [19] , multiple model approaches [20] or describing functions [21] . Since the system in Fig. 2 is split into a nonlinear amplifier driving linear motor dynamics, the describing function method is applied. 
A. Describing Function Analysis
Assume that there exists a stable limit cycle oscillation within the system. As the difference in the desired signal , the output and any disturbance produced by the on board sensor approaches the steady state (i.e. the mobile moves toward convergence upon the target), there will be other signals superimposed onto the stable limit cycle oscillation. Assuming has low pass frequency characteristics (as is the case with all motoring systems), the signals appearing at the input of the nonlinearity will be of the form (16) where denotes the limit cycle oscillation and represents the superimposed signals. As will primarily be caused by the error signal , it can be assumed that it varies much more slowly than and that it is smaller in magnitude than , assumptions which are certainly true near the steady state (when the oscillations occur) as the model and process outputs are similar. Since varies slowly it can be approximated by a constant in the above equation [22] , so that (17) If such a signal existed within the system, the output from the nonlinearity would appear as in Fig. 3(b) .
The output waveform can be represented as a Fourier Series. In most real motoring control systems, the harmonics of the signal will be greatly attenuated by . is therefore approximated by its fundamental component only.
The nonlinearity presents different transfer properties to the oscillation and the "d.c. signal" . The describing function with which the nonlinearity is modeled, when considering oscillations, is given by [21] (18) where and . It has been assumed that is approximately real valued, since the phase shift caused by the d.c. offset is small.
in (18) is used to describe the nonlinearity in further analysis. The system presented to the sustained oscillation consists of a closed loop containing and the remaining linear elements from Fig. 2 , which can be represented as a single linear transfer function given by (19) The condition for sustained oscillations within the system is that the oscillation propagates around the system without distortion. This condition is met if the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillation are such that . The general result can therefore be noted, that the intersection of and on a Nyquist Diagram indicates an oscillation. Small perturbations in the amplitude shows this oscillation to be stable for this describing function [21] . The amplitude will itself be a function of the frequency . Determining the maximum value of , which can be derived from (18) , gives the region, within the Nyquist plane, in which exists. The function is at its maximum when and then has value (20) The function exists for all values of in the region . The effect of using this function will now be considered with different controllers for , and the particular vehicle dynamics (see Fig. 2 ), along with their effect upon a possible intersection of the resulting and curves.
IV. APPLICATION TO REAL VEHICLES
In this section, conditions upon and for two different mobile robots, with position control systems as in Fig. 2 are derived. The first of these (named Eric) weighs only 4.8 kg and was built using two permanent magnet d.c. motors [23] , and is controlled by an integral speed controller. The second vehicle is tracked and was initially built for military purposes and weighs 62 kg. Again, it is driven by d.c. motors, but its speed controller is a proportional one. 
A. Avoiding Limit Cycles With Various Combinations of P.I.D. Control
The prevention of limit cycle oscillation occurs if (21) for all values of as 0. This condition, under full P.I.D. control, is now examined. In a full P.I.D. system. would be of the form (22) where the time constants to and are related to the motoring and control parameters in and . The frequency response of for various conditions upon the time constants to in (22) can be observed in Fig. 4 . It can be seen, without the use of further algebra, that P.I.D. Nyquist curves may have negative real axis crossing points, meaning that stable oscillations are possible.
If the time constants to in this equation are of the same order of magnitude, then becomes an "all pass" transfer function meaning that, unless is large, can no longer be approximated by its fundamental component only. Under these conditions the combination of full P.I.D. control and the proposed acceleration feedback system would require a more in depth analysis into higher order oscillations.
It will now be shown, that full P.I.D. control is unnecessary within the overall position servo loop. This is because the time optimal bang bang control is almost attainable without the possibility of oscillation with proportional or integral speed control alone 4 . To demonstrate this, goal seeking results are presented using various values for the attractive force constant and the dissipative force constant . Eric's integral only, speed control system is considered first (see [12] for an analysis of motor parameter estimation techniques).
1) Goal Seeking Using Eric:
Entering the numerical motoring parameters for Eric into inequality 21, gives the following condition for no oscillations, as 5 (23) In the first experiment, a position vector was injected into the system of Fig. 2 at time 0. This vector required the mobile robot to rotate through approximately 24 during the initial part of its trajectory, in order to face the target at . The mobile was able to rotate at a maximum angular speed of 36.4 /s and values for and were initially chosen, which violate inequality 23. For a perfect system, the input voltage to the motor controller ( in Fig. 2 ) would be expected to vary with time as in the top left hand graph in Fig. 5 . A 'perfect' response to this input would vary with time as in the bottom left hand curve.
The right hand curves show the actual response of the vehicle, for the chosen values of and . When the mobile faces its target (after about 0.7 seconds), the chosen values of and cause oscillation. Note that the frequency is approximately 3.8 Hz which is close to that suggested by the describing function analysis. The lower right hand graph also 4 It should of course be noted that although not theoretically necessary for time optimal convergence, integral action can be beneficial to a system's response in the presence of unmodeled effects such as stiction [24] . 5 Note that this inequality is the result of an approximate analysis and it can therefore be expected to only approximately predict K 1 and K 2 at oscillation. shows that the amplitude of the input oscillation (produced by the nonlinearity) is indeed much greater than the d.c. offset since once the oscillatory mode begins, its average value does not appear to change. The initial assumption that in (18) seems to be justified.
The left hand graphs in Fig. 6 show the motor input speed signal and angular position versus time for the same initial and target positions of the robot when the individual values of and obey inequality 23. In addition, the slope of the linear section within the nonlinearity, is much lower than before. No oscillation results as the mobile asymptotically positions itself on target for its goal. It can also be seen from the graphs however that the time taken to reach the required angle is significantly increased because of the low gradient.
It is in response to this effect that the acceleration feedback term, derived from energy considerations, shows its advantage over position feedback only. Without this term, becomes independent of and under these conditions inequality 23 would become (24) using Eric's motor parameters. To measure the acceleration correctly, either inertial sensors or accelerometers should be used. In the experiments carried out here, the odometer outputs were simply numerically differentiated twice using a Lagrange five-point formula, to produce somewhat noisy but adequate acceleration estimates [25] .
Equation (24) would impose an upper limit on the gradient of the speed controller of approximately 330. However, with the acceleration term, inequality 23 suggests that the value of can be increased beyond 330 without oscillation, meaning that maximum speed can be maintained during a higher percentage of a mobile robot's trajectory to its target. 2) Goal Seeking Using a Tracked Vehicle: Using the estimated motoring parameters for the proportional only, speed controlled, tracked vehicle (see [12] ), the following condition for no oscillations results: (25) Once again it can be seen that the acceleration feedback term provides a constant in the above inequality which allows us to increase the gradient well beyond 235, the maximum permissible value without acceleration feedback.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the results of similar experiments to those in Section IV-A1, this time using the tracked vehicle.
Note once again, that if individual values of and satisfy inequality 25, and is much larger than that allowed without acceleration feedback, stable asymptotic convergence results at a much higher rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A link has been established between the aspects of navigation, in the form of goal seeking and obstacle repulsion, and the control of a mobile vehicle.
Artificial potential fields provide a useful tool for deriving control laws which are naturally suited to any vehicle, since its total energy provides a single function which incorporates the local goal seeking parameters. The 'energy function' associated with a mobile robot under the influence of an imaginary potential field, can be used to assess the conditions under which global asymptotic stability is guaranteed with respect to a desired position vector .
Any real vehicle will automatically inherit a nonlinear position control system, when tracking a target. Irrespective of particular motor dynamics or speed controllers, a simple potential attraction law between a target and mobile robot can result in limit cycle oscillations when in pursuit of the target.
The application of the nonlinear theory allows a time optimal control system to be designed. This is aided by the acceleration feedback term which is extremely effective, since it produces an extremely stable, yet high speed, response. Without inertial sensors or accelerometers, the problem of measuring acceleration in the presence of noisy encoder signals must be addressed, and a suitable numerical algorithm applied which gives fast, low noise acceleration estimates.
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